Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
tithe

n. [tenth part of one’s income paid as a tax for the support of
religious institutions]
Related Words:
tribute: n. a payment by one ruler or nation to another in
acknowledgement of submission or as the price of
protection

torpor ®

1.
2.

n. [a state of mental or motor inactivity with partial loss of
sensation] sluggishness; stupor; lassitude; lethargy;
torpidity
n. [dullness or indifference] apathy; laziness

torque

n. [a twisting force causing rotation] torsion

tortuous ®

1.
2.

adj. [not straightforward] devious; deceitful; tricky
adj. [marked by repeated turns and bends] winding;
sinuous; serpentine; twisting

tout

1.
2.

v. [to praise or recommend highly] puff; advertise; promote
n. [a person who harasses others to buy something or to
use his service]

tract

1.
2.

n. [an extended area of land] expanse; parcel; plot; region
n. [pamphlet promoting an opinion or an issue, esp. one on
a religious or political subject] pamphlet; brochure

tractable ®

adj. [easily managed, controlled, taught or molded] docile;
compliant; obedient; amenable; responsive

1.
2.

zeal; animation;
ebullience; ardor;
vivacity
alertness

1.

direct

intractable; obstinate;
intransigent; pertinacious
recalcitrant; froward

Analogy:
tractable : control :: testy : annoy
tractable : lead :: subtle : overlook
tranquil

1.
2.

adj. [calm; free from emotional disturbance or agitation]
serene; placid; composed; unruffled; peaceful. N.
tranquillity
adj. [quiet or motionless, as of nature, weather, etc.] steady;
calm; serene; temperate

1.

agitated; hysterical;
perturbed

Related Words:
quietude: n. state of being quiet; calmness
transcribe

1.
2.

transgression ®

v. [to make a written or typewritten copy (of a speech or
shorthand notes)] copy; reprint
v. [to rewrite in a different script] transliterate

n. [violation of a law or a duty or moral principle] trespass;
infraction; misbehaviour
Analogy:
transgression : morality :: presumption : propriety
transgress : rule :: trespass : boundary

transition

n. [the act of passing from one stage, form, or place to another]
passage; passing; transformation; flux

transport

n. [a strong emotion, esp. of joy or delight] rapture; ecstasy;
bliss

trenchant

1.
2.
3.

tribulation

n. [great distress or suffering] affliction; ordeal; trial

trough

1.
2.

adj. [having a sharp cutting edge] incisive; cutting
adj. [having a sharp intellect] incisive; keen; penetrating
adj. [full of force and vigor] effective

n. [a long, narrow, open container for feeding farm animals]
manger
n. [a lowest point, as in a wave or economic cycle] dip;
nadir

stability; constancy;
durability

1.
2.

obtuse
dull

